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1. Introduction 

During the last twenty years, a lot of methods for grayscale images robust watermarking 
were proposed.  

One important watermarking algorithms class is based on spread spectrum technique (Cox 
et al., 1997, 2008; Feng et al., 2005, 2006; Mora-Jimenez &  Navia-Vazquez, 2000; Perez-Freire 
&  Perez-Gonzalez, 2009; Ruanaidh & Pun, 1998; Ruanaidh & Csurka, 1999) – embedding by 
spreading the information about each message bit across several image pixels, or across the 
whole image. Watermark embedding in such manner is usually performed by adding of 
some pseudorandom data vector to the image.  

Among such algorithms an interesting class form those based on additive white Gaussian 
noise (AWGN) embedding, with blind detection, based on correlation between image and 
embedded message. In (Cox et al., 2008) authors devoted a lot of space to these techniques. 
In our text for them we use the term AWGN watermarks.  

Important property of digital watermark, dedicated to copyright protection, is its robustness. 
The watermark needs to remain detectable after common image operations (lossy 
compression, contrast/brightness changing, cropping, rotation...). In this text we call these 
operations (image) modifications (or distortions). 

AWGN watermarking algorithm exhibits good robustness characteristics against many 
image modifications.  

Clearly, not every individual watermark embedded by robust technique – robust: for this, 
it needs to be embedded strongly enough. However, strongly embedded watermark will 
damage image quality. It is important to find a real measure for embedding strength. 

This is our text theme: for AWGN watermarking algorithm, we determine optimal 
embedding strength - minimal one that ensures message detectability after expected 
modification. 

Important example is determining optimal strength if modification is lossy compression.  

Namely, saving watermarked image in lossy compressed format inevitably destroys part of 
watermark data. That's why the big part of this text is dedicated to lossy compression. 
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Practically all results and derived formulas here are originally ours, and they are published 
already in (Vučković, 2008, 2010a, 2010b, 2011). 

Sections 2-4 are dedicated to the simplest AWGN algorithm – spatial domain embedding. In 
section 2 we briefly outline AWGN watermark algorithm in spatial domain, described in 
(Cox et al., 2008). In section 3 we discover optimal strength for effective embedding in 
spatial domain. Section 4 deals with determining necessary embedding strength for message 
to survive the expected lossy compression. 

In section 5 we consider the same algorithm within the transform domain. We show that 
optimal strength is equal in spatial and transform domain if watermark is embedded over 
the whole image. Then, we briefly speak about embedding in some image coefficients, in 
block DCT transform domain.  

In section 6 we give a short analysis of embedding strength determining for other image 
modifications. 

Section 7 deals with color images and e-books watermarking. 

Section 8 concludes this text. 

It is assumed that our text reader has some prior knowledge – especially from linear algebra, 
image processing – including lossy compression, and probability theory – normal 
distribution. 

2. AWGN watermark algorithm 

Here, we briefly outline AWGN watermark algorithm, as it is described in (Cox et al., 2008) 
(spatial domain embedding). 

Later, we will analyze other variants of this algorithm too (embedding in different domains 
and image coefficients). However, this stays in essence the same algorithm: we add white 
Gaussian noise to image (or subimage) in some domain; we test the correlation in the same 
domain in which the watermark is embedded. 

2.1 Embedding 

Inputs into embedding program are the original image, the message bit and the watermark 
key. The watermark key is a secret number, same for the embedder and the detector. 
Embedder output is the watermarked image. 

We present the grayscale image c0, of m n  pixels, with one m n  matrix or (same in fact) 
with one mn  vector. In this text we will use terms image vector, image matrix and image as 
synonyms (if this doesn’t make confusion). 

We embed one message bit (binary one or zero) into the image according to formulas: 

 
w1 0 w

w0 0 w

c c r

c c r




  
    (1) 
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Image vectors cw1 and cw0 arise from embedding of binary one or binary zero into the image, 
c0 is the original image vector before embedding,  is the embedding strength coefficient 
(>0) and rw is the reference pattern.1 

The reference pattern is pseudorandom vector chosen in accordance with N(0,1) (standard 

normal distribu1tion), of the same dimension as c0. In its generation, watermark key is used as 
the pseudorandom generator seed. 

2.2 Detection 

Inputs to the detector are the image and the watermark key (the same as in the embedder). 
Its output is the detected watermark message. As a detection measure, we use a linear 
correlation between the image and the reference pattern: 

 w
w

w w

c�r
lc(c,r ) =

r r  (2) 

(� denotes the dot product, and ║ ║  - the vector norm). 

The detector compares the computed linear correlation value with the threshold value , set 
in advance, and replies that it is embedded: 

 

  
 

w

w

w

         binary one      if          lc c,r

         binary zero          if          lc c,r

         nothing            if          lc c,r





 
  
 

 (3) 

2.3 Embedding of longer message 

We embed a k bits message into the image by repeatedly (k times) embedding one bit. We 
name this embedding of message bits one over another.  

An alternative solution is embedding into subimages: we divide the image into disjoint 
subimages, and then we embed one bit message into each subimage. Under subimage term 
we mean any subset of image pixels set. Subimages may, but need not, be composed of 
adjacent pixels.  

Different variants of the stated methods are also possible. For example, we may embed 
several message bits into every subimage. 

2.4 Optimal embedding strength 

It is not easy to produce good imperceptible digital watermark, because it needs to satisfy 
two opposite requests: 

                                                 
1 More precisely, resultant values in matrices must be from permissible set of image pixels values. 
Therefore, it is more precise to say cw1=[c0+rw]8 and cw0=[c0-rw]8. Sign [ ]8 designates "squeezing" of 
the result vector coordinates into 8-bits values, i.e. into values from the set {0,1,2...255}. However here, 
for the purpose of simplicity, we will ignore this (small!) diference. 
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- Detectability – in any case it needs to be detectable 
- Fidelity – it needs to be imperceptible for casual observer. 

These two demands are mutually confronted. If watermark is embedded stronger, then it’s 
more likely it will be detectable. In the other hand, if watermark is strongly embedded, it 
will be more noticeable. Detectability is surely more important condition – “essential 
requirement”. Thus, we need to determine optimal embedding strength – minimal one that 
guaranties detectability. 

In some situations it may be expected that watermarked image will be subjected (from 
embedding to detection moment) to some modification. Under these circumstances it is also 
useful to know optimal strength – minimal one that ensures watermark detectability after 
this (expected) modification.  

Two concepts are closely related to watermark detectability: effective and robust 
embedding. 

Watermark is embedded effectively if it is detectable immediately after embedding. 

If message is detectable in digital image that is after embedding subjected to some 
modification, we say the watermark is robust against undergone modification. 

3. Embedding effectiveness 

Embedding strength coefficient  and detection threshold  directly influence the 
embedding effectiveness.  

Coefficient  needs to be big enough (effective embedding), but not too big (quality request). 

If we reduce the detection threshold  (set it to be close to, or maybe equal to zero), 
embedding will be more effective (the detector will report in higher percent of embedding 
cases the image as watermarked). But, if the threshold  is too small, the detector may reply 
that the image is watermarked, even when this is not true.  

It is very important to find the real measure – to set the threshold  and the coefficient ,  
in a way that false negative probabilities (non-effective embedding) and false positive ones 
(case when the detector reports that image is watermarked when this is not true) are 
acceptably low. Also, watermark must not be embedded too strongly to have the fidelity 
affected. 

In subsection 3.1, we determine optimal value of coefficient  for effective embedding of one 
bit message. In subsection 3.2, we determine it for a longer message. 

3.1 Effective embedding of one bit message  

3.1.1 Deviation of lc(c0,r) from zero – parameter lc  

In searching for optimal embedding strength, we begin with well known facts for normal 
distribution: 

- If X1 and X2 are normally distributed random variables: X1N(1,12), X2N(2,22), then 
their linear combination is also normally distributed:  
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 aX1+bX2N(a1+b2,a212+b222) (4) 

- For distribution N(, 2), the 68–95–99,7 rule (empirical rule, 3-sigma rule) states that  
nearly all values drawn from it lie within 3 standard deviations of the mean: 

 

   
         within interval  ,        are about 68%   of values,

         within  interval 2 , 2  are about 95%   of values,

         within interval  3 , 3    are about 99,7% of values

   
   
   

  
    
    

 (5) 

- If X1, X2, ..., Xk are independent standard normal random variables (i.e. XiN(0,1), 
i=1,...,k), then the sum of their squares is 2 (chi-square) variable with  k degrees of 
freedom. Its mathematical expectation is k. 

In following text, we’ll use symbols for reference patterns and images: 

- r  – an arbitrary reference pattern  
- rw – reference pattern that is to be embedded 
- c0 – original image (or image where rw is not embedded)  
- c  – image – input into the detector (rw may, but need not be embedded in it) 

All coordinates of r=(r(1),r(2),...,r(mn))  are drawn from distribution N(0,1). Mathematical 
expectation for r is mn . For image c0=(c0(1),c0(2),...,c0(mn))  and reference pattern r, 
linear correlation is 

 

mn

0
0 i=1

0 2

c (i) r(i)
c �r

lc(c ,r)= =
mnr


 (6) 

Therefore lc(c0,r), as linear combination of random variables r=(r(1),r(2),...,r(mn)) has values  
from distribution N(0,lc2), where:  

 
2 2 2

0 0 0 0
lc

(c (1)) + (c (2)) + ...+ (c (mn)) E(c )
σ = =

mn mn
 (7) 

Value E(c0)= (c0(1))2+(c0(2))2+...+(c0(mn))2  is called energy of image c0. 

Then, 

- in interval (-lc, lc)      are 68% of linear correlation values, 
- in interval (-2lc,2lc)  are 95% of linear correlation values, 
- in interval (-3lc,3lc)  are almost all of linear correlation values. 

3.1.2 Parameter  setting 

According to empirical rule, it islc(c0,rw)3lc with probability 0.997 ("almost 1").   

Parameter lc - the standard deviation of a sample (linear correlations between the original 
image and reference patterns) is the basis for correct setting of parameters  and , for 
effective embedding. 
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The biggest embedding strength is needed 

- when lc(c0,rw)=- 3lc   and we embed binary one, and 
- when lc(c0,rw)= 3lc    and we embed binary zero 

Thus, if we choose  

 =3lc+ (8) 

then almost every reference pattern will be effectively embedded with strength .  

Such embedding, in which  is set in advance, and the reference pattern is embedded with 
this strength (without consideration for linear correlation value between the image and the 
reference pattern that is to be embedded), we call a fixed strength embedding. 

The fixed strength embedding is quite bigger than necessary. Better result we get if we 
consider the linear correlation between the image and the pattern that is to be embedded. In 
this case, we talk about an algorithm with the embedding strength adjustment. 

Let l0=lc(c0,rw) and we embed the binary one. If l0<  , we set =-l0. If l0, we set =0 (not 
necessary to embed anything). Thus,  

 
  0

0

         if we embed binary one,  then   max l ,0

         if we embed binary zero,  then  max l ,0

 
 

  
    (9) 

Embedding with strength  makes in image mean square error  

  mn mn
22 2 2

0 w w 0 w
i=1 i=1

1 1
MSE(c ,c ) = [c (i)-c (i)] = r (i) =

mn mn
    (10) 

3.1.3 Detection threshold  setting 

To avoid false positive error,  needs to be bigger than the biggest correlation between the 
image and not embedded reference patterns. 

If we set =3lc, the linear correlation between the original image (c0) and reference pattern 
would be in interval (-,), almost with probability p=1. In other words, we could be almost 
100% sure that the detector would not respond with a false positive error. 

The threshold should not be larger than 3lc: this is not only needless, but also affects the 
fidelity (a stronger embedding would be needed for the detector to recognize the message). 

We have to consider the possibility of a false positive error when the message is quite short 
(as here, the message being one bit long). If it is longer, the false positive error is not a big 
problem (we will explain more about this topic in subsubsection 3.2.1), and  could be set 
quite smaller. 

3.1.4 Parameter lc dependence on the image dimension 

The image ck derived from k equal images, c, with energies E(c), has energy E(ck) =kE(c) 
and dimension dim(ck)=kdim(c). Its lc parameter is 
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 k
lc k lc

k

E(c ) k E(c) E(c) 1σ (c ) = = = = σ (c)
dim(c ) k dim(c) k dim(c) k

    (11) 

So, parameter lc is lower for larger images. Therefore, in an image with larger dimension, 
we have to embed our message with a lower strength. In the previous case, it is  

 k = k   and  k = k   (12) 

Taking the fidelity of image into account, it is obvious that in larger image we can embed a 
longer message. 

3.2 Effective embedding of longer message 

3.2.1 Threshold  setting for longer message 

The threshold  for a longer message may be smaller than 3lc (value recommended in case 
of one bit message). For example, for =lc, for roughly 68% of possible reference patterns, 
the linear correlation between the image and the reference pattern is inside the interval 
(-,). So, the false positive may appear in 'every third' case. If we insist that every message 
bit must be detected for confirmation of message presence, it will be almost impossible to 
detect the message if it is not embedded (for detection of non-existing message, it is 
necessary for all reference patterns to arise a false positive, and in a longer message this is 
almost impossible). 

So, in the case of longer message it is permitted a quite smaller  value. 

3.2.2 Message bits embedding one over another 

Due to the fact that reference patterns are mutually uncorrelated, embedding of new pattern 
will not substantially change linear correlation between the image and previously 
embedded patterns (linear correlation is resistant against white Gaussian noise): 

 0 1 1 2 1 0 1 1
0 1 2 1 0 1 1

1 1 1 1

(c + r )�r + r �r (c + r )�r + 0
lc(c + r + r ,r ) = = lc(c + r ,r )

r r r r
   (13) 

Hence, if we embed message bits one over another, we can take same value for  as in the 
case of only one information bit.2 

We embed k bits into image c0=( c0(1), c0(2),..., c0(mn)), in a way that for each bit we add (or 
subtract) the corresponding reference pattern rj=( rj(1), rj(2),..., rj(mn)) (j=1,2,...,k), multiplied 
by embedding strength j. The resultant image is cw=( cw(1), cw(2),..., cw(mn)). We obtain 
each image pixel with (sign ‘+’ is for binary one, ‘-‘ for binary zero embedding): 

 
k

w 0 j j
j=1

c (i) = c (i) + (± r (i))  (i=1,2,...,mn) (14) 

                                                 
2 (Of course, if we neglect the fact that for one bit embeddind we get =3lc, and presume that we can 
take here smaller value of , as well). 
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Such embedding is localized in space. Only corresponding coordinates of the original image 
and reference pattern influence on resultant pixel value. 

Reference patterns coordinates take values from distribution N(0,1). Therefore, their linear 
combination  

 
k

j j
j=1

R(i) = (± r (i))   (i=1,2,...,mn) (15) 

takes values from N(0,2), where  

 
2 2 2
1 2 k= + + ... +     (16) 

Also, coordinates of vector rs=( rs(1), rs(2),..., rs(mn)), where  

 s 2 2 2
1 2 k

R(i)
r (i) =

+ + ...+    (i=1,2,...,mn) (17) 

are liable to N(0,1) distribution, and therefore, rs is reference pattern.  

Thus, embedding of k reference patterns rj one over another, with strengths j (j=1,2,...,k), 

is equal with embedding one reference pattern, rs, with strength 2 2 2
1 2 k= + +... +    , or 

 w 0 sc = c + r   (18) 

Mean square error of this embedding is 

 MSE(c0,cw)=2=12+22+...+k2 (19) 

If all patterns are embedded with the same strength, 1=2=...=k=, then the total 
embedding strength is = k  . 

Example 1: If k=2, 1=3, 2=4, then 1 2
s

3 r + 4 r
r =

5
 

. (Embedding of two patterns with 

strengths 3 and 4 makes the same MSE as embedding of one pattern, with strength 
2 2= 3 + 4 = 5 ). 

Example 2: If =2 and we embed the message of k=25 bits (one over another, with fixed 
strength embedding), then = k = 10  , i.e. embedding of 25 patterns with strength 2 is 
equivalent to embedding of one pattern with strength 10. 

3.2.3 Embedding into subimages 

We divide image c0 of mn pixels into k disjoint subimages c01, c02, ..., c0k, of mn1, mn2,..., mnk  

pixels, respectively (
k

j

j=1

mn = mn ). For each subimage, the coefficient lcj (j=1,2,...,k)  is 
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j

j 0
lc j

E(c )
=

mn
  (20) 

If it is possible to divide this image into k parts of equal dimensions and energies, then all 
subimages will have the same lcj parameter value: 

 
j

j 0 0 0
lclc j

E(c ) E(c ) /k E(c )
= = = k = k

mn /k mnmn
    (21) 

In this case, the overall strength for k bits message, when embedding into k subimages, is 
equal to the strength for one bit message, multiplied by k . Embedding strength in this 
case is equal as if the message is embedded one bit over another. 

4. Robustness against lossy compression 

Next we give an estimate of the strength coefficient  for watermark, to survive the lossy 
compression. 

In subsection 4.1 we consider the case of one bit, and in subsection 4.2 – of a longer message. 
For the purpose of simplicity, we only discuss the case of binary one embedding. The 
contents of this section may be used with small changes for the case of binary zeros.3 

4.1 Robustness against compression – one bit message 

4.1.1 Embedding strength parameter after compression (') 

With next experiment we try to find which part of watermark will be destroyed by lossy 
compression.  

1. We embed k reference patterns r(1), r(2),..., r(k)  (one by one) into the image c0 with 
strength  (value  is the same for all of them). In a way, we get k watermarked images 
(with binary one embedded) cw(1), cw(2),..., cw(k). 

2. Then, we subject each of these k images to expected lossy compression (same for all k 
images), and we get k compressed watermarked images cwn(1), cwn(2),..., cwn(k). 

3. For each of them we calculate linear correlation with corresponding reference pattern 
(the one that is previously embedded in it). 

In Fig. 1, linear correlation values of these images with reference patterns are shown (c0 is 
the first page scan of the Ruđer Bošković's book 'Elementa geometriae', =3, k=20, 
compression is DjVu Photo, made by program DjVu Solo 3.1 – LizardTech, Inc). Graphic 
abscissa presents arrays indexes, and ordinate – their values. 

The dotted line presents linear correlation values between the original image and reference 
patterns. The dashed line presents linear correlation values between watermarked images 
and corresponding reference patterns. The solid line presents the linear correlation values 
between compressed watermarked images and corresponding reference patterns. 

                                                 
3 We can observe case with binary zero as the opposite pattern embedding. Opposite pattern of rw is -rw, 
and it also possesses all of reference pattern properties (takes values from distribution N(0,1)).  
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Fig. 1. Linear correlation between the image (original, watermarked and compressed 
watermarked) and corresponding reference patterns (left), for the first page of the book 
"Elementa geometriae" (right) 

We can see from this graphic, that for each reference pattern r(i), (i=1,2,...,k)  stands: 

- Embedding of binary one with strength  raises linear correlation value between the 
image and the reference pattern by  

- Lossy compression reduces linear correlation by constant, i.e. it erases constant part of 
watermark. Thus, after lossy compression, it remains the constant part of watermark. 

(Clearly, binary zero embedding reduces linear correlation value for , and lossy 
compression raises it by constant – it erases constant part of watermark).  

We introduce new concept: embedding strength coefficient after compression, '. ' is part of   
that survives after lossy compression. 

For all of twenty reference patterns, the effect is the same: for our image and =3, after DjVu 
Photo compression, it survived '=0.75. 

After repeating our experiment for other compression techniques (for various intensities, for 
JPEG compression and compression used in PDF and DjVu files making), we get the same 
conclusion: 

For given image and compression intensity, ' is constant for fixed  coefficient (it 
doesn’t depend on reference pattern embedded, nor on linear correlation value of original 
image with it). 

Surely, for given  coefficient, value ' is smaller in more intensive compression. For 
example, ' is bigger for JPEG 70% compression than for JPEG 40%.  
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4.1.2 Coefficient  setting for a robust watermark 

If we wish the watermark to be robust against lossy compression, we need to  
modify statements (8) and (9) (subsubsection 3.1.2: Parameter  setting) and replace each  
with ': 

- in the case of fixed embedding strength: ’=3lc+ 
- in the case of embedding strength adjustment: ’=max(-l0,0) (for binary one), 

’=max(+l0,0) (for binary zero embedding) 

The procedure of deriving ' from  is “natural”, because it matches to the events 
chronology:  and ' are “cause and effect”:  

1. We embed watermark with strength ;  
2. We compress the image;  
3. We read '. 

In order to derive  from ', we have to try with different  values, by using watermarks 
made from arbitrary (but only one) reference pattern. 

Steps for  setting: 

1. For our image, we set  and (desired value of) ' 
2. In our image we embed watermark for several  values; to get several watermarked 

images.  
3. We expose these images to expected lossy compression.  
4. The detector calculates ' for each compressed watermarked image. Then, we compare 

obtained ' values with desired value.  that corresponds '  value, closest to desired 
one, is appropriate. 

4.2 Robustness of a longer message 

If we embed k patterns into the image, each with own embedding strength coefficient i 
(i=1, 2... k), we have: 

 2 2 2
w 0 1 2 k s 0 sc c + + + ...+ r = c + r       (22) 

 1 1 2 2 k k
s

± r ± r ± ... ± r
r =

  
  (23) 

After compression, we have: 

 wn 0 sc c + ' r  ,     2 2 2
1 2 k'= ( ') + ( ') + ...+ ( ')     (24) 

The overall strength coefficient remaining after compression is ' (the coefficient that 
corresponds to  for our image and compression technique). 

 p = ' /  ,    2 2 2
1 2 k' = p = (p ) +(p ) + ... + (p )         (25) 
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Thus, 1 2 k

1 2 k

' ' '
= = ... = = p

  
    

The procedure for coefficients i (i=1,2,...,k) setting is: 

1. For our image, we set parameters  and i' (i=1,2,...,k); 

2. We calculate 2 2 2
1 2 k' = ( ') + ( ') + ...+ ( ')     

3. We obtain   from ’  and calculate 
'

p =

  

4. i
i

'
=

p
  (i=1,2,...,k) 

Example 3: Let 1'=3, 2'=4. Then 2 2' = 3 + 4 = 5  

If for given image and compression technique, to coefficient '=5 corresponds =10, then 

' 1
p = =

2

 ,          1

1

'
= = 6

p
 ,          2

2

'
= = 8

p
  

Example 4: We embed k=16 message bits (binary ones) into the image c0='Fishingboat' 
(512512 pixels).  

0
lc

E(c )
= 0.25

(512 512)
   We take =0.25 

’= [0, 0.18, 0, 0.17, 0.41, 0.54, 0.19, 0.58, 0.42, 0.58, 0.64, 0.66, 0.14, 0.57, 0.31, 0.05] 

(using embedding strength adjustment) 

'=1.65           =5.4          p=0.3          i=’i/p (i=1,2,...,k) 

 
Fig. 2. Linear correlation between the image (original, watermarked and compressed 
watermarked) and k=16 embedded reference patterns 
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Fig. 2 shows linear correlation values between the image and each of embedded patterns. 
The dotted line presents linear correlation values for the original image; the dashed line is 
for the watermarked image. Roundels present linear correlation values between the 
compressed watermarked image and embedded reference patterns. We can see that their 
ordinates are near the threshold  value (solid line). So, they are the smallest values needed 
for the detector to recognize after compression the image as watermarked. 

Example 5: The same test is done for 64 bits message. The watermark also survives DjVu 
Photo compression. Overall embedding strength is =6.94. In Fig. 3, the compressed original 
(without watermark) and compressed watermarked image could be seen. 

 
Fig. 3. Compressed original and compressed watermarked image (“Fishingboat”, 512512 
pixels, k=64 message bits, DjVu Photo compression) 

5. AWGN watermark in transform domain  

Many authors suggest watermark embedding in transform, instead of spatial domain. In 
addition, they propose using transform domain that will be used during lossy compression. 
Goal is to achieve greater watermark robustness against expected compression. 

5.1 Optimal embedding strength in transform domain 

In this subsection we apply the described watermarking algorithm in transform domain 
(embedding and detection occur in transform, instead of spatial domain). We show that 
there is no difference from the viewpoint of effective embedding of AWGN watermark, 
between watermarking in spatial and in transform (DCT, block DCT, Fourier or arbitrary 
wavelet) domain. 

First of all, most of nowadays used transforms in image processing and in compression are 
orthogonal (or at least unitary) linear transforms. 

Linear transform  respects addition and scaling. Therefore, 

 (c0+r)=(c0)+(r) (26) 
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Orthogonal transform  preserves the inner product and consequently, it preserves vectors 
lengths and angles between vectors. Therefore, 

 ║c0║=║(c0)║         and        ║r║=║(r)║  (27) 

 cos(c0,r)=cos( (c0),(r)) (28) 

So, we have 

 lc(c0,r)=lc( (c0),(r)) (29) 

Also, for orthogonal (and unitary as well) linear transforms applies Parseval’s (energy) identity:  

 If    b0=(c0),     then   
mn mn

2 2
0 0 0 0

i=1 i=1

E(b ) = (b (i)) = (c (i)) = E(c )   (30) 

Orthogonal transform maps reference pattern r=(r(1),r(2),...,r(mn))  (i.e. vector with 
coordinates taken from distribution N(0,1)), into vector (r)  from distribution N(0,1), i.e. 
orthogonal transform maps reference pattern to reference pattern. 

Standard deviations from zero of linear correlations between vector c0 and reference 
patterns in spatial and transform domain are equal: 

 lc(c0)=lc((c0)) (31) 

It is all the same if we embed AWGN watermark into an image with strength  in spatial or 
in transform domain. Correlation values and MSE too, will be the same in both domains. 

Also, there is no difference between spatial and transform domains in AWGN watermark 
robustness against lossy compression. 

5.2 AWGN watermark embedding into subimage in transform domain 

As in spatial domain, it is possible to embed watermark in some part of coefficients in 
transform domain (here also, we call it embedding into subimage). 

Technically, there is not any difference in optimal strength setting, speaking of subimage 
and of the whole image. Effective embedding strength we determine by dimension and 
energy of image (or image part) in that AWGN watermark is to be embedded. Robustness 
against lossy compression we determine by these coefficients properties in the regard to 
expected compression. 

However, for images in spatial and in transform domain, there is a great difference in 
energy distribution. While in spatial domain, image energy is mainly distributed evenly 
over entire matrix, in transform domain it is concentrated in some of its elements. 
Illustration of this fact may be seen in Fig. 4, on example of block DCT (transform used in 
JPEG compression). Here, for presentation of matrices in DCT domain, we use solution 
proposed in (Vučković, 2008): 

- matrix elements with value 0 are presented in black color 
- positive elements are presented in nuances from black to white 
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- negative elements are colored in nuances from black to yellow 
- because of big difference between image elements in block DCT domain (second and 

fourth objects in Fig. 4), they are presented with logarithmed magnitudes 

 
Fig. 4. Image 'Cameraman' in spatial and in block DCT domain; one 88 block in spatial and 
in block DCT domain  

As we can see, in block DCT domain, energy of each block is concentrated in its upper left 
corner. On the other hand, JPEG compression damages elements in lower right corner much 
more intensively.  

Block DCT domain, which is the basis of JPEG compression, is used frequently in 
watermark embedding. At description of such embedding, we use term image subchannel 
(Eggers and Girod introduced it in (Eggers & Girod, 2001)). Subchannel is vector that in block 
DCT domain has for coordinates – elements, with same index in blocks. Subchannels are 
ordered according to zigzag order (Fig. 5). Thus, subchannel 1 consists of all DC blocks 
elements; subchannel 10 consists of all elements that are in the position 10 in the block 
(zigzag order). 

So, the image of dimension mn in (88) block DCT domain may be presented with 64 
subchannels: 4 

 sj=(sj(1),sj(2),...,sj(nbl)), (j=1,2,...,64)), where nbl=mn/64 (32) 

 
Fig. 5. Zigzag order; coefficients 1, 10, 22 in zigzag order; region of subchannels 10-22 
(colored in gray) 

                                                 
4 Here, for the purpose of simplicity, we assume that image dimensions are multiples of 8, in order to 
make the partition in 88 blocks possible. 
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In (Vučković, 2010a, 2010b) we described in detail our investigations results in connection 
with embedding into subchannels in block DCT domain. We analyzed case of embedding 
into group of (first 32) subchannels and embedding into some of individual subchannels 
(specifically, subchannels 1, 10 and 22). Here, we briefly outline conclusions obtained. 

In block DCT domain, image energy is concentrated in upper left corner of the block. For 
example, in image 'Cameraman', even 99.76% of whole image energy is concentrated in its 
first 32 subchannels. Therefore, with described algorithm, it is needed twice higher strength 
for effective embedding in first 32 subchannels than into the whole image. In this way we 
embed in 50% image coefficients, so the mean square error in this case is two times higher 
comparing with embedding into all of coefficients. 

Embedding in lower right block corner is effective even with very small strength. However, 
even at very low compression, these coefficients will be destroyed. Therefore, embedding 
into those coefficients is not recommended. 

Embedding in vicinity of subchannel 1 is not good solution, because of extremely  
high energy which requires big embedding strength (and this badly influences image 
quality). 

Our explorations (Vučković, 2010a, 2010b) confirmed earlier (Eggers-Girod, 2001), that for 
effective and robust (against JPEG compression) and imperceptible watermark, it is the best 
to embed it in several coefficients in upper left block part (somewhere in the region of 
subchannels 10-22 – see Fig. 5). Such embedding showed also good robustness against 
compression techniques different from JPEG (for example, against DjVu compression). 

6. AWGN watermark and other image modifications 

Image modifications are organized (Cox et al., 2008) in two classes - valumetric and 
geometric distortions.   

6.1 Valumetric distortions 

Valumetric distortions are simpler than geometric ones. They change individual pixels 
values. These modifications include additive noise, amplitude changes, linear filtering and 
lossy compression. 

6.1.1 Additive noise 

This modification has effect of a random signal adding. For watermarked image, additive 
noise adding is defined by: 

 cw1 = cw+s = c0+r+s, (33) 

where s is a random vector chosen from some distribution, independently of c0 and r. 

Clearly, 

 lc(cw1,r)=lc(cw,r)+lc(s,r)≈lc(cw,r) (34) 

(because s is uncorrelated with r). 
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Thus, an additive noise does not affect AWGN watermark (AWGN algorithm is robust 
against this image modification). 

AWGN watermark is also robust against brightness changing (cw1=cw+nJ, where J is matrix 
of ones and n is integer). 

6.1.2 Amplitude changing 

It may be presented by the formula 

 cw1=cw, (35) 

where >0 is scaling factor. Such operation causes brightness and contrast changing. 

After this modification, linear correlation value is equal to starting one, multiplied by factor 
. Depending on factor , watermark detectability will increase (if >1), or diminish (if <1).  

6.1.3 Linear filtering 

It is given by 

 cw1=cw, (36) 

where  is a filter, and  designates convolution. Many common image operations are 
performed using linear filters. Examples of them are blurring and sharpening effects.  

Linear filtering and lossy compression are more complex operations than the previous two, 
because changes that they cause are not strictly localized (pixel change depends on certain 
number of surrounding pixels too). 

6.2 Geometric distortions 

This class of image modifications includes many image distortions (rotation, spatial scaling, 
translation, skew or shear, cropping, perspective transformation, and changes in aspect 
ratio).  

These modifications are more complicated than valumetric, because they displace 
information about pixels in image matrix. They usually change matrix dimensions as well. 
Therefore, here is not possible readily to detect the watermark. Yet, with these 
modifications, information about embedded message is not lost, but only "masked". For 
each geometric distortion, before detection, we need to perform one correction procedure. 

For illustration, we depict one geometric modification – image rotation by an angle . Many 
inferences of this analyze could be applied to other modifications. 

With modifications that erase a part of image data (for example crop operation, or other 
operation with erasing several columns or rows), after correction procedure, we’ll have 
original image matrix with locally erased data (some elements are erased, but other are 
untouched). Then, it is possible to calculate accurately parameter lc for untouched image 
part. For example, if prior to watermark embedding we know that image will be subjected 
to crop operation with reducing complete image area to its quarter, the watermark needs to 
be embedded twice stronger, to be detectable after cropping. 
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6.2.1 Robustness against rotation 

In the case of image rotation, one of several different correction procedures may be used 
prior to detection. If watermarked image is rotated by angle , to make watermark detection 
possible, we may do one of the following: 

- Compare (using linear correlation) rotated image with the reference pattern that is also 
rotated by   

- Before detection, rotate the rotated image by angle - and crop it to its original 
dimension; and then, compare it with reference pattern, that is also rotated by angles  
and - and cropped to original dimension 

- Image rotated by  and then by - (and then cropped to original image dimensions), 
(we may) compare with the original reference pattern. 

Linear correlation values for image and reference pattern (unrotated and rotated) are 
presented in Fig. 6, for image "Cameraman". Reference pattern rw is embedded with strength 
=5. Then, image is subjected to rotation by angle =10.  
In each row we present image and pattern for which the correlation is calculated. So,  
for each example it is specified which image and pattern (and their dimensions) we  
deal with, and also the linear correlation value for them. In the first figure row, 
watermarked image and embedded reference pattern are presented. Second, third and 
fourth row contain information about three previously stated solutions of correction  
and detection.  

The rotation practically does not reduce linear correlation value, if it is calculated for image 
and reference pattern that are rotated in the same manner. However, if we compare the 
rotated image (after restoration to original position by rotation in opposite direction and 
cropping to original dimension) with the original reference pattern, certain watermark 
amount will be lost (’ value will be considerably less than embedding strength value ). 

It should be noted that in cases where not all details of distortion occurrence are known, the 
latest solution is usually only possible. 

Experiments have confirmed (Vučković, 2010a) that stated inference for lossy compression 
(subsubsection 4.1.1: Embedding strength parameter after compression (’)) stays also for 
rotation (and other distortions too). For our image and embedding strength , after given 
modification, remaining strength ’  doesn’t depend on the reference pattern nor on its 

correlation with the original image. Hence, to set embedding strength  needed that after 
expected modification remains ’, it is sufficient to experiment with only one reference 

pattern. 

The procedure of determining the necessary embedding strength  may be performed in the 
next steps: 

1. We determine ' using procedure given in subsubsection 4.1.2 (Coefficient  setting for a 
robust watermark)  

2. By experimenting with only one reference pattern, we determine the necessary 
embedding strength  , that after expected modification, remaining strength is at  
least ’. 
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cw(256,256) watermarked image ('Cameraman')  

rw(256,256) –  embedded reference pattern 

lc(cw,rw)= 5.787 

 

cwr(297,297) – watermarked image, rotated by  
(=10) 
rwr(297,297) –  reference pattern, rotated by  

lc(cwr,rwr)= 5.815 

 

cwr1 (256,256) – watermarked image, rotated by  and   
-, after cropping to original dimensions 

rwr1 (256,256) – reference pattern, rotated by   and -, 
after cropping to original dimensions 

lc(cwr1,rwr1)= 5.592 

 

cwr1 (256,256) – watermarked image, rotated by     
and -, after cropping to original dimensions 

rw(256,256) –  (embedded) reference pattern 

lc(cwr1,rw)= 1.953 

Fig. 6. Linear correlation values for image and reference pattern (unrotated and rotated) 

7. Color images and e-books 

7.1 Digital watermark and color image 

Each color image can be regarded as three grayscale images combination (one for each of 
red/ green/ blue components). Therefore, it is not too complicated to generate results for 
grayscale images to use for color images. Of course, for better results we need to consider 
human visual system (HVS) characteristics: 

- Human eye notices changes in green color nuances best, a bit worse it discerns changes 
in red, and changes in blue it discerns worst. That's why some authors recommend 
watermark embedding mostly in blue color channel (because human eye is the least 
sensitive there). 

- Human eye better notices changes in brightness than in color nuances. Hence, JPEG 
standard uses different compression intensities for those components. For good 
watermark algorithm, this fact should be considered. 
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7.2 Watermark for e-books 

Electronic book (e-book) is the digital equivalent of a printed book. In our Virtual library 
(Mijajlović & Vasiljević, 2008), e-books are in PDF format. On Internet, DjVu format is used 
often as well. 

PDF books in Virtual library, from the viewpoint of digital watermark embedding, may be 
classified as: 

- E-books produced by scanning; their pages are images (book pages scans). Watermark 
may be embedded into them in the same manner as in other images. 

- E-books originated from DOC or TeX files; their image pages are not bitmapped 
images. Hence before embedding, they need to be converted to bitmaps. 

7.2.1 PDF e-books produced by scanning 

Embedding procedure for PDF e-books: 

1. We scan book pages – results are bitmapped (e.g., TIFF) images.  
2. In each book page (TIFF file) we embed watermark – result is watermarked (TIFF)  

page.  
3. We combine watermarked (TIFF) pages into one PDF file – watermarked e-book. 

Detection: 

1. Book page in which we search for watermark we extract from PDF file and save as   
(e.g.) TIFF image. 

2. We detect the watermark message in this image. 

7.2.2 PDF e-books originated from DOC and TeX files 

These PDF pages need at first to be converted to bitmaps; this can be done by conversion of 
PDF pages into (e.g.) TIFF images. Then we may proceed with just described procedure 
(7.2.1).  

However, by converting pages into images, we lose possibility of text retrieving in the file. 
This problem can be overcome by using some OCR procedure.  

7.2.3 Problem with black-white books 

Proposed algorithm is not suitable for simple black-white images (as book pages usually 
are). In big white image regions (for example, page margins) a large part of embedded data 
will be destroyed by "squeezing" operation: values that, after adding of white noise to image 
matrix become greater than 255, after "squeezing" return to 255. Also, it is very easy to 
remove watermark data from these image regions (for example, with eraser in Photoshop). 

Pages in e-books produced by scanning usually aren't black-white, but grayscale (or color) 
images; even their margins are not completely white, and watermarking is possible for 
them. Problem is emphasized with second mentioned e-books class. Watermarking makes 
sense only if these books aren't purely textual files but they contain some amount of 
pictures, in which watermark could be embedded.   
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With black-white text pages there exists another problem, which makes them especially 
inconvenient for watermarking: watermark can be removed simply by text retyping from 
them. 

8. Conclusion 

This text contains integrated results of several earlier papers. 

For given grayscale image and AWGN watermark, we described procedure for optimal 
embedding strength setting. We analyzed optimal strength for effective embedding, and 
also watermark robust against expected image modification.  

We analyzed AWGN watermark embedding cases, into the whole image and into images, in 
spatial and transform domains and robustness of such embedding against expected 
compression. 

For other image modifications, procedures for optimal strength setting are similar as in the 
case of compression. For each geometric modification, however, we need prior detection to 
perform one correction procedure.  

Obtained results we applied to color images and e-books. AWGN algorithm is not 
applicable on black-white e-books that originate from DOC or TeX files, because watermark 
may be removed from them by simply retyping of text. 
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